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The Miracle Mount is a High Quality Optically Clear Mounting Adhesive. This unique “second 
surface” mounting solution has a Polyester film in the center with two optically clear 
pressure‐sensitive adhesives on each side each protected by polyester release liners with 
differentiating finishes. Simply adhere Single or Two‐sided printed Graphics to the 
permanent acrylic adhesive side (Gloss liner). Then apply to interior windows or other clear 
smooth surfaces by dry face mounting the other Siliconized adhesive side (Matte liner). The 
adhesive is easily repositionable and removable by nonprofessional installers 

 
Layered Construction: 

1. Inner face = Gloss 25 micron PET release liner. 
2. Inner-middle = Permanent acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive. 
3. Middle = 75 micron optically clear PET film. 
4. Outer-middle = Optically clear silicone glue. 
5. Outer face = Matte 50 micron PET release liner. 

  
Key Features & Benefits: 

 Unique Optically Clear Siliconized Low Tack adhesive allows for a dry and worry-free Install. 
 Graphics can be installed by non-pro installer. Removes without leaving any adhesive residue 
 Put-up, 54”x150’ Note; carrier liners have different finishes to indicate type of adhesive. 
 Shelf Life: 1 year (stored up to 25°C and 50% relative humidity), in original packing. 

 
Applications: 

 Use as a mounting adhesive where see-through or optically clarity is required such as Window 
advertisements or on other clear displays. 

 Use with most printed materials especially the DAF Companion product our Latex and UVC printable 
Polypropylene B/O 2-Side Film. 

 For; POP/POS, Wayfinding, Tradeshows, Menu boards, Backlits and Photo/Art. 
 
Optional Hinge Method Installation for larger graphics. (Note, graphics can be installed in single step by cleanly 
removing protective matte liner and then applying from top down): 

1. The product should be installed dry to the inside of glass i.e. second surface. 
2. Use even, consistent application pressure and top down-center out movement when applying. 
3. Clean Glass with Alcohol. Do not install over Dirt, Dust or Edge chalking this will cause more bubbles. 
4. Align graphic to window with the protective liner facing toward glass and hinge with tape on the left 

and right edges about and 2 feet below top of the panel. 
5. Flip the top of graphic down and peel liner away from graphic to hinge point and cut just the liner 

away with razor knife slightly above hinge point.  
6. Start applying graphic to the glass by working up from hinge point with a felt squeegee. 
7. Once the top of the graphic is applied remove the tape on the left and right. 
8. To finish the application, now flip the bottom of the graphic up to the edge of the liner that was 

previously trimmed away. Peel the liner away from the graphic exposing another two feet of the 
graphic and apply to glass working from top down. Continue to apply to the glass in this manner until 
the entire graphic is installed. 


